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it's not too late 
 

     The problem with choosing a home

inpector is that by the time you figure out

how good they are, it's too late!

     like any industry, there are many really

good inspectors, and then there are the not

so good. having spent time with many of each,

i put together this fun guide to help you

identify some behaviors that could leave

you high and dry with your home purchase.

meet the guys (to avoid)

pass the buck chuck

  meet "pass the buck chuck."

chuck has been around a while,

but good luck getting a straight 

answer from him. 

  his report will instruct you to 

seek further expert advice

about everything.  

that is because if chuck tells

you to ask someone else, you

can't blame him for anything.
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quickie ricky

  next up we have "quickie ricky." 

ricky can't spend much time 

at your inspection for 

some reason. 

  maybe he only makes a 

profit if he zooms through 

4 or 5 houses a day, or maybe he

just doesn't like his job. 

 

 

 

Technical tim

If you love jargon and reading

long documents, you'll love

tim's 90 page technical essay

style reports!

Accurate? yes! clear? not so

much. 
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cut and run kurt

kurt isn't much for goodbyes,

...or maybe he loves 

them?? which ever Is 

True, one thing is for

sure. once kurt 

hands you The 

report,you are 

on your own.

 

"hey kurt, we

have a question

about page 4...... kurt?..

...hello??.... kuuuuuuurt!!!"

Allen the alarmist

sure it's a beautiful home, and

you've spent the last week

daydreaming about what life will be

like once you hold the keys, but it's

a death trap I tell ya!

allen found no less than 3 windows

without screens!

 

it's one thing to be thorough, it's 

another thing to be helpful.
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really good home

inspectors

thorough inspecting

 

clear reports

 

follow-up guidance

inspectkc.com

(816) 343-9562
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